“If you want to go
quickly, go alone; if
you want to go far, go
together.”
— African Proverb
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Fundraising
Creating opportunities for people
to direct the resources
they have in their life in abundance

TIME, TALENT &
TREASURE
towards the issues and concerns
that matter to them most.
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4 things you should do NOW!
1. Prove That Your Work Makes A Difference.
2. Decide How To Tell Your Story.
3. Engage Your Stakeholders.
4. Leverage The Necessary Resources.
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THE economics OF TRUST
⬇ Trust = ⬇ Speed & ⬆ Cost
⬆ Trust = ⬆ Speed & ⬇ Cost
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FUNDRAISING
Raising Money
In A Way
That Inspires
Trust
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2010 U.S. Giving
$291 Billion!
1.98% GDP / 3.8% Increase over 2009

1,280,739 Social Profits
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WHO GIVES?
Corporations
$15.29 B
5%
Individuals
$211.77 B
73%

Foundations
$41.00
14%

Bequests
$22.83
8%

TOTAL Individuals
$234.60
81%
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Source: Giving USA Foundation / Giving USA 2010

WHO GETS?
International
Affairs
Arts, Culture,
$15.77 B
& Humanities
5%
$13.28 B
5%
Public-Society
Benefit
$24.24 B
8%

Environment
& Animals
$6.66
2%

1%

Health
$22.83 B
8%
Human
Services
$26.49 B
9%

Foundations
$33.00
11%

Education
$41.67 B
14%

Grants to
Individuals
$4.20
2%
Unallocated
Giving
$2.12 B
1%

Religion
$100.63 B
35%

Source: Giving USA Foundation / Giving USA 2010
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the giving equation

+
= engagement
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FUNDED FOR LIFE
•

Change your paradigm. When you approach fundraising with
passion, joy, and excitement, you will always be successful.

•

Follow the money! Giving by individuals has always been the
largest component of charitable contributions. In 2010, Americans
gave $291 billion to non-profits—81% came from individual
donors.

•

Combined charitable giving from individuals, bequests, and family
foundations amounted to $254 billion in 2010, or 87% of all giving!

•

Total charitable giving has increased every year since tracking
began in 1954, with the exceptions of 1987, 2008, and 2009. The
drop in giving between 2008 and 2010 was only 3%
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FUNDED FOR LIFE
•

There is enough money. With $60 trillion floating around the planet right
now, there is more than enough to support all of our critical, life-changing
work. Get out of your comfort zone and ask for what you need.

•

Fundraising is a money business that supports sacred work. Help your
family and friends to uncover their own passions, hopes, and dreams and
make a difference in the world through their powerful generosity.

•

Donors are investors. Focus on building strong relationships that are based
on integrity and which honor the donor’s desire to make a difference in the
world. Its your job to ask, their job to decide.

•

Believe. Your belief in the power of your organization’s mission, vision,
and values must exceed your fear of asking for people’s time, talent,
and treasure.
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YOUR OWN GIVING
•

In column one, write down the names of the first 15 people who come to your mind—friends, family,
colleagues, politicians, bankers, teachers, clergy. Don’t censor yourself. This will begin to create a list of donor
prospects, but don’t put someone on the list, or leave them off, because of what you know about their ability
to give or your concerns about asking.

•

In column two, put a check mark next to the names of people you know and who know you. Circle the
check marks for the 5 “strongest” relationships. You decide what strongest means.

•

In column three, put a check mark next to the names of people that you personally know give of their
time, talent, and treasure (to any organization).

•

In column four, put a check mark next to the names of people you think would be interested in the work
of your organization. People who would trust you with an investment of their time, talent, and/or treasure.

•

In column five, next to any name you checked in the last step, write down what you think is that person’s
self-interest for getting involved or investing in your organization. Be really candid here. This person
won’t be seeing your list!

•

In column six, I want you to set a financial goal for what you could ask this person to invest in your
organization. If you had to do it, knowing what you now know, how much could you ask them for?
Take a deep breath. Write it down.

•

Finally, look at the amounts you just wrote down. If you wrote down an amount $200 or less in column
six, triple it and write it down in column seven. If the amount is greater than $200, double it
and write that down in column seven.
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Why Do You
WDYDWYD?
Do What You Do?
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I Do What I Do...
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the six steps to ASKING
1.

Who are you? How are you connected to the organization? Why are you here?

2.

What does your organization do? What is the mission and vision? What are the
organization’s values? What is its history?

3.

What is your organizational story? Why would a donor care? How does your organization’s
work connect to what the prospect cares about—what they are passionate about?

4.

What is the gap? What amazing work are you doing now? What else could you do if this
donor invested time, talent, or treasure?

5.

What specifically are you asking this donor to invest? Do you know what you want? Have
you done your homework? Do you see the the right amount flashing on their forehead?

6.

What will the donor receive for their investment? Are you offering recognition? Have you
imagined how you will thank them for their generosity? How will the organization express
its gratitude?
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a few more things about ASKING
•

It is your job to boldly ask. It is the prospective donor’s job to decide yes or no. Ask and
then be quiet. Listen. Answer their questions. Thank them genuinely regardless of their
answer.

•

You will not define your success by the number of people who say yes and give, but rather
by the number of people who say no!

•
•

You will not avoid asking your friends and family; and you will contribute first.

•

Whenever you are asking someone to invest, you will speak only 25% of the time and really
listen during the rest of the conversation.

•
•

Your belief in your organization will always exceed your fear of asking.

You will not be afraid to ask people for what your organization needs; and you will always
ask for a little more than makes you comfortable.*

You will always remember that if you don’t have the time to express your gratitude, you
don’t have the time to have real people as donors.
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passion = engagement
A recent study of board effectiveness* found that nonprofit board members who were motivated
by an emotional attachment to their organizations were more likely to make larger financial
contributions, donate more hours to the organization, have better attendance at meetings, and
serve on more committees. Yet, most nonprofits give little attention to how they can deepen
this sense of attachment to the organization, and many board members are simply expected to
contribute more time and money without any additional incentives to do so.

* “Commitment and Performance of Nonprofit Board Members” by Jennifer Preston and William Brown,
Journal of Nonprofit Management & Leadership, vol 15. no. 2, Winter 2004.
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